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With the advent of the Internet the concept of the online newspapers has taken a league.  Though
most of the people still prefer the traditional print format of the newspapers but at time availing to the
services of the online version of the same becomes a lot more easy and efficient.

Newspapers are printed locally. There are local publications and local printing press established at
different locals. A single newspaper cannot have all the news happening around the globe. There
are different local newspapers for the different locals of the city or the state. These newspapers
majorly contain some specific important global news and majorly the local news. These newspapers
are majorly available in the local languages like the Marathi newspaper would majorly contain the
news pertaining to the Maharashtra state of the India and would be available in the local language
of Marathi.

Now with the advent of technology and Internet being accessed by larger number of people, these
local newspapers have also gone online. This concept of online newspapers makes things way to
easy for an individual to be able to access the local news from any corner of the world. Therefore
even if you are away from your city, town or country, you would be able to access the online
medium of these local newspapers at quite an ease. You can access all the news for the state of
Maharashtra at a single through the Marathi newspaper while siting in either of the other states of
the country or in a different country as a whole.

The online version of these newspapers would also contain a larger number of news compared to
the print format. Each page might contain link to the other pages that might be a source to some
other kind of information. Also the online version of the newspaper has better audio and visual
effects that make the concept more popular and easy to access amongst the crowd. The
newspapers of all different languages are available at ease. These online versions of the newspaper
even costs low compared to the print medium and are at time also available at free to be accessed.
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